Hello and thank you for signing up. I'm Peter White from DaiLteG TM and The Nice Guy Approach.
Please call me Pete. I won't bore you with any of my personal details just yet so let's just get right into
things and make sure you READ THE LEGAL stuff at the bottom of this report.
You're taking a big step today and becoming a sexy guy. Not just a sexy guy but a REAL MAN and
that's something women find so massively appealing, some of them spend their entire lives looking for
that ONE SPECIAL GUY who fits her view of a real man.
Luckily for you and me, their views don't vary much on this subject AND that, despite your overall
attractiveness – becoming a sexy guy – a REAL sexy guy is something you can achieve because it has
very little to do with how you look.
First, we must ask and answer a few very important questions and answer them honestly. Then I'm
going to show you HOW TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE with a 3 step process EVERY SUCCESSFUL
PERSON goes through whether they know it or not. It doesn't matter what your goals are, do it and you
will keep moving forward.
After that I'm going to give you a fairly complete list of what women find sexy which will help you
determine your own sexiness.
Ready? - Cool, let's get started.

Do women actually want a guy who is sexy and why would you want to
become a sexy guy?
Yes, of course they do. Sex and great sex are important things to women and the guys they date.
Women like sex just as much, even sometimes more, than guys. Women are also more likely to have
intense orgasms with guys who they are sexually attracted to which is a great reason to work on this
area of your life.
Imagine for yourself – which makes you cum quicker, some hot sexy woman or a woman you're not
that attracted to? Which woman would make it more difficult for you to hold back?
Well women are no different in this area. Now sure there are ways a less-than-sexy guy can make this
happen. Sure technique, experience, and practice help and should not be overlooked. There's actually
no need for her to see you as sexy as long as she's attracted to you and your personality. Those things
go a long way.
BUT...
The benefits of being seen as a sexy guy always outnumber the not-so-sexy ones. More choices. More
and ultimately better sex. Women approaching you. Women becoming obsessed over you. Less work.
Less being concerned whether a certain woman “likes” you. If you're even a borderline sexy guy, you
won't have to worry about any of that stuff, will you?
Not to mention higher esteem, higher confidence, and a fulfilling life that you can enjoy more because
you're not always sexually frustrated.
Here's a great quote which sums up the biggest reason you must really want to be a sexy guy:
99% of men try to behave like nice guys when they meet an attractive woman – even though many (or maybe even
most) women only feel attraction around a man that they perceive to be a “sexual threat?” - Body Language by David
DeAngelo

Sexy guys ARE a sexual threat to women and I'm not talking about her worrying you're going to do
illegal and immoral stuff to her although that does have a little to do with it. Sometimes more or less
depending on the woman.
It's more about her feeling like she can't resist your charm. Having to fight other women for you.
Wondering and worrying how many women you have or can sleep with and why would you choose her
over them. Would you be a cheater because of it. Are you cheating on someone else with her? Would
she feel like a slut if she happened to sleep with you. Will she do things against her best interest just to
enjoy having sex with you. I'm positive there's a lot more but let's not stray too far.
The real threat she experiences are not one of rape and to be honest, rape is more about power. She's
more likely to be raped by some scumbag who has real issues with women and what they represent.

Yes, there is a thing called date-rape and yes, this IS a real concern for her which is related to you
being a sexual threat, because she might put herself in a more vulnerable position or situation making
that more likely to happen.
With all that said...
YOU BETTER MAKE DAM SURE YOU'RE A GOOD GUY. DON'T EVER ABUSE ANY
WOMAN... EVER! DO NOT USE ANY OF MY WRITING TO HELP YOU HURT OR HARM
ANY WOMAN ANYWHERE, ANYTIME, ANYPLACE for ANY REASON. If that's who you
are, delete what I'm writing and GET REAL HELP IMMEDIATELY! Keep in mind these threats
are real to women and they may do everything in their power to prove that you're a guy she can trust
and that there are many ways you can make her feel safe and comfortable being with you.

Does being sexy have anything to do with how you look?
Yes and no.
You'll find lots of women who deem a guy “sexy” based on his
looks. Some parts of the world look for tall, dark, handsome, and
mysterious. Some look for power, wealth, and artistic or nonartistic fame. Some look for physical strength, muscles, and
physique. Some look for dirty, rugged, and rough man-hands.
Everywhere you go you'll find a mixture of those physical and
power attributes and you'll find women who succumb to that type
of guy.
However, even IF you don't have any of those traits YOU CAN STILL BE SEXY to women because
what attracts women deeply is more about who you are, how you communicate that to her, how you
interact with her and all people, how she feels when she's around you, and the way in which she
thinks about you when you're not around.
You may not have much control over how you look but you are capable of learning the right skills. It's
within every guys grasp because honestly, it's not that difficult.
You also are in full control in developing these traits which women find irresistibly sexy:
•
•
•
•
•

Confidence.
Maturity.
Self-Esteem. Inner beliefs. Internal strengths.
Fearless or being courageous.
Body language. How you move and how you speak. Up to and including eye contact.

Here's a more scientific definition of “sexy”:
The sexiness of a guy is determined by a unique combination of primal emotional traits or ability to
tap into his and her primal sexual states, a touch of sensitivity and empathy, and the manner in which
he interacts and communicates those things in everyday conversations or situations with people, not
just women... BUT... For her to feel a guy's complete sexuality she must relate it to her own feelings of
being a female. Masculinity and femininity certainly apply here in every way no matter which end of
the spectrum of male and female she finds herself leading or falling on.

Is there only one type of sexy?
Yes and no again.
My enormous observations and vast experience with women has shown two sides of the sexiness
women describe, prefer, and fall for but they tend to cross or interact at some levels which has led me
to look further and explore this phenomenon.
The single (not dating) side and the relationship side.
A woman might use more visual and body language clues to determine a guy's “single” sexiness but
she will (way more often than not) use other means as in conversational and interaction skills to
determine his “relationship” sexiness.
The two are different but they tend to overlap depending on her real age, maturity, experience, esteem,
confidence, social customs, geographical location, mood or current emotional state (recently divorced,
single for too long, just out of relationship etc..) , social occurrence (such as being alone or with her
family or friends), sexual habits or frequency, and superficial preferences.
Take a man who is seen holding a baby in his arms and is seen to be nurturing and caring. Women
without a doubt find that sexy. However I noticed that depending on the age or maturity and her current
relationship status of that women he might have to be good-looking for her to deem him as sexy.
On the other hand, to a lot of women what that picture represents is extremely sexy because it covers
maturity, courage, reliability, loyalty, and her assumption of him already being in a relationship. IF
she's not in a relationship she might find it more sexy than if she was involved with a guy.
The point is, single or relationship sexy may appear (from time to time) to be different or based on the
guys looks or her looks however there is a deeper emotion which affects all women under the surface
proving to be more theoretically consistent pointing to a reality that there is actually only ONE type of
sexy you should be concerned with achieving.
Another point is that you'll find the list below contains both relationship and single sides which is
confusing. This is because if you see a relationship one you might wonder, “How can I be sexy or show
a woman I'm sexy if I'm not IN a relationship with her?”

It's a great valid question which is why it needs to be addressed first.
A woman, in determining your sexiness will feel some right away without any interaction at all. They
tend to fall on the “single” side.
However, since women take longer to determine or feel your real sexiness, she will use other means to
figure it out. Those “means” happen when you interact with her and is more of a communication based
thing. They tend to fall on the relationship side.
She will use any and all of her female (for lack of better word) “tactics” to prove to her without a
doubt you are exactly the person she feels you are. They are generally called “tests”.
Obviously she won't know certain things for real unless you're actually in a relationship with her so it's
(in a way) up to you to show her directly or indirectly you are capable of being the relationship sexy
guy she desires. I will admit it's probably going to be the most difficult part to achieve depending on
your past experience with women and your current attraction skills. (As in determining when it's best to
be more direct and when or how to show her indirectly or which one works better most of the time.)
This is a very large area to explore and again, your current skills will determine what you'll need the
most help with and where you must go to get the right people to show you.
I would suggest you (obviously) keep reading my material but also to:
STEP ONE: Learn to objectify yourself to know exactly what is happening, why you might be failing,
and the reality behind your situation.
The easiest way to determine whether you can be objective is to look at how many excuses you make,
how many quick conclusions you come to without doing any research, how much control you feel have
over your current situation, and how often you find yourself thinking your problems are caused by
others.
If you're not relatively objective it will make step two longer and more difficult to get through.
STEP TWO: Through you objectivity, you're now more capable of deciding which area you need the
most education. It will also help you determine the more specific help which in-turn gives you the
quickest results. This also makes it a much more enjoyable process and fuels you for the next step.
These will generally fall into a few categories and here are just a few examples: Inner Game. Outer
Game. Relationship Skills. Sexual skills. Life or living skills.
STEP THREE: Writing down your immediate and long-term goals and matching them up to what you
came up with in step two. (Understanding your goals WILL change and that's okay.)
Once you know what you're looking for and what area you need the most education in, then it just
comes to down to researching the right people you trust in helping you achieve your goals.

Yes, I've done this several times in my life with amazing success. Not everything was perfect, I did fail
occasionally, some areas more than others, BUT I've never stopped using those EXACT three steps to
determine my next course of ACTION.
REMEMBER: Above is a thought process which works for the most successful people in any field in
the entire world. Whether it's conscious or not , they use it. They (we) also understand during and after
the thought process comes: Action. Practice. Experience. Re-evaluation. Repeat
Before we go any further I want you to really think about IF you want to get this part of your life
handled as quickly as possible:
Two full length features which can turn you into a
sexy guy women will notice.
Sexual Communication: A Man’s Guide To
Understanding And Using The Secret Language Of
Attraction… and I 100% guarantee that it will change
your life.
Remember above, it's one thing to know what makes
a guy sexy but a HUGE part of it comes down to YOUR
communication or how you communicate it to women.
It a very important part because it makes the difference
between a guy with knowledge and a guy who get RESULTS.
Give it try and you won't be disappointed. I have personally used many of the master's David D's work
myself with amazing success. It's actually why and how I started DiaLteG.

»»»» More information and details are here: Sexual Communication ««««

When a man has Sexual Confidence, a woman can
just feel that he is a stud in the bedroom… and she
instinctively knows that she has finally met someone
who can unlock the wild sexual being inside of her…
Something she’s been waiting her whole life to find.
Power Of Sexuality - The key to “getting physical” with
great women.
This feature teaches you control, confidence, so you
can achieve sexual success. It will turn you into a man
women fantasize about being with.

»»»»

More information and details are right here - Power Sexuality

««««

What actually makes a guy sexy? The traits or actions he displays or
communicates indirectly or directly.
The list below was first comprised by actual real women, lots of them,
tons of research and polls, and was tweaked by me to give a better
explanation and to help you better work on becoming a sexy guy.
(These are not in order of importance.)
The ability to show you care in real ways. You don't even have to be
too different, creative, or unique. However you must be genuine, it must
be repeatable and she must believe it's actually coming from you. This means no faking or making it up
just to make her happy.
Supportive, loyal, and aware of your partner's dreams. Women find men who are aware and
supportive in this way extremely sexy. If you're not in a relationship with her then there are ways to
show her directly or indirectly that you are this type of guy.
Soft and real eye contact with the ability to hold and have conversations while doing it. This is part
of your body language repertoire and can be practiced which is extremely helpful.
Mature confidence. Maturity and masculinity tend to work alongside of each other. Just by being
mature she will feel your masculine side. There are many definitions of maturity but this one, “Mature
Confidence” is something a little different. It simply means you are capable and aware of who you are
AND you're not susceptible to those around you who may act immature. It means just because the
people or men you are with may be acting immature you don't suddenly join the crowd. It also means
you might have to stand your ground, other's grounds, walk away at times, and every situation must be
handled as maturely as possible. It does NOT mean you have to get in fights.
Emotional strength in many areas but specifically to not bend to the temptations of other women.
The ability to withstand another woman's approach or flirty nature. Women want to know early if
you're a guy she can rely on to not cheat. You're not always out looking for a better thing. If things are
not working out, you can leave, as in above; just use your mature confident ability to handle things
maturely before things get bad.
Motivation, direction, knowing what you want, what you have, and your values extend beyond
materials and superficial goals. You will must be willing to fight for these things maturely and to
never let them go away. Again, we're not talking physical fighting. This is your resolve. Your ability to
not give up so easily and get too down on yourself when things are not going your way.

Humble sense of humor. Sense of humor is one thing. You don't want to act like a clown or be seen as
a guy who uses humor to deflect or show false confidence. You must NEVER hide your real
personality behind jokes. Your humor or “funny side” must be able to withstand jokes nicely meant for
you. Be aware of yourself enough and be capable of finding humor in yourself at appropriate times. A
sexy guy doesn't just always make fun of himself but is okay with it happening occasionally and is
capable of dealing with it.
Your sense of humor, which can be directed towards her but there's a fine line to cross so be careful.
Making fun of a women you're with or intend to date or commit to must be done sparingly and
appropriately. She will also notice and remember how you make fun of her and not other women which
will drastically decrease your sexiness in her eyes.
Fearless of non-threatening situations. Fearless comes in many forms and most of them are
considered sexy. Keep in mind that most things that happen to us which require courage are actually
not life threatening which means there are endless ways to be sexy without risking yours or her life.
Even the smallest amount of courage goes a long which. So don't be afraid to step up and let her see
you're that type of guy.

Able and unafraid to show love and affections anywhere. Sexy is in a way being unaffected by
your surroundings. When times call for it, it's just you and her. Women love romantic moments, they
love the feeling like they're in a fairy tale and it's just you and her. Give her those moments by being
less concerned with other people. Part of you fearless attitude mentioned in the last one fits here
perfectly.
Knowing what you have and appreciating it indefinitely. Yes, this means her in ever sense of the
word. Sexy guys always appreciate what they have and want their guy to express it to them in many
ways. I realize this is tough because it can be confusing. You might say it all the time but if you're not
doing it through your actions it will not be as powerful to her.
A hint of mystery. Careful with this one. Too much is not sexy. Too little is boring and far from sexy.
There's a balance which must be achieved. This balance also moves or sways when and if you enter a
relationship with her. It's okay (especially early on) if a woman can not fully figure you out, in fact it's
recommended in some areas. However this unpredictable part of mysterious part of you must not
extend to being unreliable, unreadable, or have her believing that once you are in a relationship with
her, you're are or will become a guy she can not rely on.
Capable of empathy and putting himself in others shoes and/or caring for those in need. Believe
me nothing is more sexy to a woman than a guy who is not only a humanitarian but who also dedicates
his time (not money) to those in need even in the smallest way possible. This very large area covers
everything from actually caring about others and their unique plight in the world to donating your time
to help those in need. Nothing is less sexy to a woman than a guy who just doesn't give a shit about
others. You don't have to overdo this one but showing it a little makes a huge impact on how she sees
you and how she sees you will be sexy. Which, by the way, will make other areas appear more sexy.

Not afraid of showing raw emotions when necessary within reason and yes not overly
emotional. Despite what guys may believe, women don't find guys who are devoid emotions sexy. This
is not an excuse to get hell-bent over everything or argue about anything and everything. This is about a
man's ability to be something more than statue. Yes, it's okay to cry once in a while as long as it's done
appropriately and done in such a way where it's not over anything and everything which may be
deemed as superficial.
Honor, integrity. A strong sense of character with a touch of chivalry. Having high morals and
living by them productively is very important and sexy as long as they are not used to put down others
and used to feel inferior to those who have less or lightly different morals. Having integrity is having or
maintaining those high morals but also includes being honest and truthful in many cases. All these are a
part of your character and how in touch you are with yourself gives you a strong sense of who you are.
Sexy guys encapsulate of these items and therefore they tend to exhibit a chivalrous nature to all
including women. Chivalry, in essence is thoughtfulness towards others and is more or less contained
in the next item on the list.

Defends those who are being treating unfairly under most non-threatening situations and some
actual real threatening situations. Again, being sexy is not about getting in fights or causing them
especially in this case or point. This could be as simple as telling a friend about someone who intends
them harm or is not concerned with their feelings. This is not protection, just the willingness to stop or
make aware to another the devious nature of someone else towards them.
Able to be himself and not worried about what others thinks of him. Unabashed and sometimes
goofy when it calls for it. Sexy guys are little concerned how others perceive them. They're not there
to make everyone like them. They don't do things just to make themselves look good. They, while
following many items on the list here, are actually liked anyways so there's no real reason or concern.
However when another finds fault or has a different opinion, or randomly finds reason to not like them,
it's of no concern to them. Sexy guys don't embarrass easily and they certainly are not afraid of being
themselves despite how others might act more reserved in certain situation

Old school charm which never wavers long after the relationship has started. Charm is your
basic ability to have others like you and feel good knowing you. People may become fascinated over
you or want to be around you when you're a charming guy which is one reason women find
“realistically” charming men... sexy. Women also love it when a man's charm, with specific regards to
his wife or girlfriend, never decreases his charming ways over time. Women see sexiness in a guy
where they perceive his “love” or willingness to respect, honor, and appreciate her will seemingly last
forever.

Honesty with a touch of class. Not rude, crass, or over the top just for the sake of being an ass or
gaining attention. Honesty in every situation even though they may be concerned small and
unimportant such as letting the salesperson know too much change was given back. The touch of class
comes in when he carefully and selectively chooses to say the right things and often listens intently
before speaking or saying something which is inappropriate, demeaning, uncalled for, or may harm
another emotionally when it's not necessary.
Strong kissing and touching skills which propels a woman's raw emotions and makes her feel
loved, wanted, sexy, and heightens her emotions. Being a good kisser is not all just about being good at
it. It's how it's done, when it's done, and how it makes her feel loved, connected, special, wanted, and
sexy herself. Touching and kissing is not just turning her on. In part it's making her feel sexy herself.
There's a difference between a guy who just gropes women, knows foreplay or how to turn her on, and
a sexy guy who is able to bring out her raw feminine emotions. It's slightly difficult for some to achieve
but it's not impossible to learn or just become better at enough for you to be considered sexy by lots of
women.
Ambition. You know what you want you're willing to go after it. Ambition is good in many ways for
you to succeed and get what you want but to women, ambition is sexy because it's a sign of leadership.
A signal to her that you're going to lead to a relationship without making her wait or keep her guessing
for way too long as to what you want.
Any kind of intelligence. Yes it's true. Intelligence is considered sexy but it may come down to how
you use your smartness. Just being smart is not normally enough. Obviously there are many aspects of
being smart which definitely don't turn women on and most men are aware of them.

Ability to make a woman feel safe and protected beyond the physical and sometimes also the
physical. You want to be emotional stable because that will make her feel safer emotionally around
you. A woman see a guy as sexy if he has things handle, isn't a creep, and on the physical side doesn't
do dangerous things around her which puts her at risk.

Doesn't take like seriously but knows when to be serious. This is partly your humor but it's really
about you being able to handle the little things and not get overly emotional over them. Just because
someone cuts you off while driving, or things didn't go your way, doesn't mean you have to get angry
and upset. Handling situations like this correctly, with a touch of humor, and a positive outlook make
you (in part) a sexy guy. Despite all this, a sexy guy knows when he must be serious and take complete
control over a situation or to handle it maturely and responsibility. This balance or knowing when it's
time might appear like it's obvious or comes natural to most guys but I doesn't which is, again in part,
makes one guy sexy and one guy not.

Knowing how to make tough situations easier for those around him and for himself too. The
sexy guy is the one people turn to when everyone else is freaking out about something or nothing. He's
generally calm, cool, and collected. He doesn't bend to the will of the masses and he's less likely to be
caught up in the hype of anything which makes him a great candidate to seek out in times of trouble.
A hint of purity and a gentle soul. Despite the theories of women liking jerks, they rarely if ever
find them sexy. The bad boy is a little different. The difference being the bad boy only inflicts selfharm where the jerk inflicts it on others to make himself feel better. Therefore bad boys can still have a
hint of purity and a gentle soul and yes, bad boys are generally considered sexy. Every one of them.
There's nothing wrong with being a gentle guy because it doesn't mean you're weak. There's nothing
wrong with a little purity because in a way it says you still have a lot to explore. Just because you have
purity doesn't mean you don't have experience or haven't experienced anything.
Predictable and reliable yet a desire to surprise and remember important things. Much has been
written about if a guy should be predictable, if women like it, or if women like the unpredictable man
more. The truth is: Predictable is sexy because it's a quality women look for in a guy she wants to be in
a relationship with. It means he's reliable and safe to further a family and to grow a family. However,
you mustn't be mundane and boring to be considered sexy. You must know how to use surprises and
romance in a way that keeps the relationship/attraction moving and exciting.

You are completely capable of becoming a sexy guy.
Lots of what you read above are traits or skills which can be practiced and therefore becoming a sexy
is actually a learn-able skill. Other points are about developing confidence and increasing your selfesteem. They work together and they strengthen each other.
Men are not born sexy but they are born to instinctively attract women. It's kind of the whole point of
being a human being.
The problem most men experience is that through their young pre-teen to puberty to adulthood life
they develop habits or traits which take away from their raw instincts to attract women.
They learn dysfunctional fears which hinder them from being all they can be which according to
attraction, is the sexy guy women find hard to resist.
However, everything is reversible.
None of what was covered today is beyond any so-called “average” man's capabilities.
So why would you not want to become a sexy guy because I can not think of one reason where it's not
beneficial to your life, your happiness, and your quest to live a fun fulling life. Everything covered
today helps you achieve all those goals and even if it's just the occasional side-effect MAKES YOU A
SEXY GUY!

Thank you and feel free to let me know how this experience was, what problems you might be having,
any suggestions, and/or ways to improve. Always happy to hear from my readers.
Your friend,
Peter White
peterwhite@attraction101.net
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